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WHAT DID THAT SIGN S AY, DEAR…..
You must have noticed the growing forest of roadside signs, telling drivers things they already know.
We live and work at the foot of the
Clwydian Range – designated an Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty. And
just to make sure we know it’s
beautiful, there are big brown signs to
tell us – except that they block the
view! I really don’t need a sign to tell
me it’s beautiful – I can see and judge
for myself.
Perhaps we should also have signs
warning us ‘Industrial eyesore ahead’
or ‘Dull suburbs for 3 miles’?
And another thing – in the middle of
the village is a sign saying ‘No footway
for 400 yards’. Never mind that there
hasn’t been a footway for the last 4
miles - if I can’t see for myself that
there isn’t a footway, maybe I shouldn’t
be driving anyway.
Wouldn’t the signs budget be better
spent on maintaining the road surface
so that drivers and pedestrians can
travel more safely?
Send us your favourite pointless road sign. We’ll share the best ones in a future email and brighten up
everyone’s day.

PATTERNS ON A PAGE
As people involved in construction the RML team is constantly creating patterns and some are expected or even
intended to be quite long-lived, extending across generations. We have mentioned before how we like to think
that our work has purpose (Feb 2015).
Patterns are important to us and by
their nature can be broad brush or
detailed. In our early days in land
reclamation projects we learned that
the landform needed only a broad
brush approach and fussiness was best
avoided, this was the world of large
scale civil engineering earthworks. By
way of contrast we also learned that
the quality of the latch on a kissing
gate, for example, was one detail
where attention to detail was
important since this was perhaps the
only thing on the site that the public
would come into close contact with. A
stolen kiss rather than a sore finger or
a splinter was what we wanted the

public to remember our work by. In other respects the attention to soil treatment and planting procedures were
details too but their importance was paramount if the work of creating a new and pleasurable green landform
was to be a success.
Our reclamation work highlighted in
our minds the words used in a poem by
John Ceiriog Hughes of how ‘The
generations each arrange their own
brief patterns on the page’. On
reflection many industrial patterns
were indeed relatively short–lived even
though the scale of the steelworks and
coalmines whilst they were active gave
no clue that their patterns would soon
be erased. Pages were being turned.
Different industrial processes created a
variety of patterns.
Whilst some
modern steelworks could still include
plant and machinery used in much
earlier processes and for making
different products, a coal mine was a
coal mine, it simply produced coal and
changed little during its life except perhaps for the introduction of the pit-head baths. Usually we found that
lead mines had been abandoned for centuries and required an approach much more reliant on archaeological
research and anyway mining societies existed that considered the sites precious.
Frequently some ‘pages’ that we
looked at still held hints of earlier uses
and qualities, streams with physical
contours that suggested interest and
quality before the polluters arrived,
and occasional remnants of field
boundaries and woods with some age,
as well as derelict buildings. Images
such as these brought one up short. In
our minds woods ‘with some age’
called for respect, in all probability they
were here before the industrialists and
could still be here long after we had
left. The initial reclamation scheme
may well have been intended to be a
‘clearing away’ process to make
everything new and to be the background for subsequent patterns and uses. Identifying and preserving even
modest pre-industrial landscape features as well as some of the interesting industrial ones brought simple
uncomplicated reclamation schemes to life since they would then include the first indications what a mature
landscape might include.
Some of our reclamation schemes are now 40 years old and the trees which we planted are beginning to look as
if they have always been there.

MORE FOR LESS
Innovative design and sustainable management of landscapes for the 21st century should achieve 3 objectives;




Create and enhance well-being among the population
Demonstrate an environmental benefit
Provide an economic advantage

These objectives will be achieved by incorporating sustainable management practices as well as a detailed
appreciation of ecological processes into the design of new landscapes. A great deal of this creation is achieved
by sustained appropriate management in cost and technical terms.

Of necessity the processes involved are multi-disciplined.
AMONG FRIENDS WE (RML) BOAST THAT;







WHILST IVOR HAS ONLY 40 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN DEVELOPING AND APPLYING THIS
SUSTAINABLE APPROACH THE REST OF THE TEAM’S EXPERIENCE IS EQUALLY SIGNIFICANT
BUT HAS NOT BEEN QUANTIFIED;
WE STOOD AT THE FOREFRONT IN EXPANDING KNOWLEDGE AND EXPLAINING GOOD
PRACTICE BY INTRODUCING THE IDEA OF WORKING WITH NATURE; WORKING WITH
NATURE, LOW COST LAND RECLAMATION TECHNIQUES, RICHARDS, MOOREHEAD AND
LAING LTD, - PUBLISHED BY THE WELSH DEVELOPMENT AGENCY 1994.
FOUR DECADES AGO WE PIONEERED THE MULTIDISCIPLINED AND HOLISTIC APPROACH TO
PROJECT DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS;
WE ALWAYS INVOLVED THE COMMUNITY TO MAXIMISE BENEFIT.

Application of these innovations has generated benefits for a variety of different elements in society.
The benefits and the beneficiaries include;











More output for less input – the whole community;
Reduced costs – more available for sustainable uses, a positive spiral;
Well being – more visitors meaning more public use and benefit;
Learning opportunities in work and play – training for workforce and pupils;
Job opportunities – increased income in the community;
Job satisfaction – pride in achievements in the community;
Public esteem – public understanding of what is being achieved;
Environment – new lives, new landscapes;
Sustainability – resource exhaustion avoided, carbon footprint reduced;
Biodiversity – more to admire, more to learn;

Ivor will discuss the origins of
‘Working with nature’ next
month.

ESTONIAN OIL SHALE - PART 5
All bad things come from the east
It seems that the Moskvitch needs fuel. The old green car lounges stubbornly in its garage. Somehow we have
to travel from Johvi to an open cast mine east of Kohtla Jarve in Estonia.
“There are filling stations all around,” we say, “It must be expensive so we can pay.”
“Russian cars need special Russian benzine.” Explained Arvi, translating for Veyli, our driver. “The low grade
benzine for this Russian car comes only from Russia. Estonia has none of this because Russia will not let us have
any.” He smiles at us, “But Veyli says he can find us some, but he needs money.”

Steve and I look at one another.
We had money, lots of it by
Estonian standards. “How much
does he need?” I ask. “Veyli
says 400 kroon.” Arvi looks
apologetically at us. He is so
eager to show Estonia in the
best possible light. He has
already told us that 400 kroon
would be enough for a family to
live on for a whole month. For
us it is worth about £15. I hand
over the money and Veyli stubs
out his cigarette with his heel
and saunters off.
The day is brilliant, with a bright
blue sky and the remains of the
night’s frost on the ground. The
air is fresh and tinged with the vaguely oily scent of oil shale derivatives. We stand around the Environment
Department’s yard trying to understand a problem that Estonians live with every day. Arvi turns away from the
two Russian technicians who are watching us. He gives us a confidential wink. “Bad things and the lazy east
wind all come from Russia.”
In the silence that follows we hear children playing in a school playground nearby. We sink into our private
thoughts for a moment. I think about the previous day’s journey in the car of Mr Volu, General Manager of Eestii
Polevkivi, the state-owned mining company. We had passed three huge tower blocks that stood alone in the
wide arable lands. “Collective Farm” explains Mr Volu in his full, deep voice. Moments later we pass vast potato
fields that are black with people gathering in the crop. No, Mr Volu explains, they are not from the Tower Blocks;
they are all empty now. There is so little to eat that the people have come from the town to make sure the
community’s crops are saved before the land is frozen solid. Later as he drops us off for the evening he hastily
explains that he too must go and dig up potatoes with his community. My thoughts are suddenly broken as a
huge grumbling diesel locomotive pulls a vast squeaking and groaning goods train along the branch line just over
the hedge.
Veyli reappears with a slopping galvanised bucket in each hand. He shouts something to us. “So, now we have
Black market benzine from Russia.” Says Arvi in a resigned voice.
Veyli is smiling, pleased with himself for solving our problem. He puts down the buckets, opens the petrol tank
then lights another cigarette and props it on the roof of the car. Deftly he slops ‘Russian’ benzine into the tank
then closes it and retrieves his cigarette. Clearly he has done this before!
We squeeze into the Moskvitch, the reluctant engine stirs under the bonnet and we turn out onto the empty
roads of Johvi. A sign points east towards St Petersburg and we take that road out of town passing the empty
factories and derelict land, the run down housing estates and the huge district heating pipes from the combined
heat and power station.
“Now we go east into our troubles and you will see sick Russian bear growling at us over eastern frontier of
Europe.” Explains Arvi. “Russia can stop our petrol supplies, but, for now they cannot stop us being Europeans.”

REPUTATIONS ARE LIKE GOLD

“If you lose money for the firm I will be understanding.
If you lose reputation I will be ruthless.”
Warren Buffett.
Warren Buffett’s rule was that the reputation of the firm had to be protected whatever the situation in which it
found itself because its existence and its future depended on its reputation.
Warren’s rule is the underlying principle that governs every action that Berkshire Hathaway takes.

Well if this was good enough and simple enough for Warren then it should do nicely for the rest of us. and the
news this week about VW underlines Warren’s principle.
I have already highlighted the importance of integrity in business, an important element of a reputation revolves
around the integrity that you and your colleagues demonstrate on a daily basis and apply in your activities. I
mentioned only recently the Ipsos MORI poll about the attitudes of the leaders of the majority of major
businesses in the private sector. The poll showed that they rate integrity as the most important characteristic
that determines whether or not they do business with another organization.
I have also mentioned that RML are asked to take on interesting projects and we are confident that it is our
reputation that is the key to this occurring.
What does integrity involve?








Being honest.
Being straightforward.
Delivering what you promise to time and to budget.
Providing quality.
Avoiding misunderstandings.
Keeping the client and your suppliers informed.
Dealing equally with clients and suppliers.

These are simple rules that everyone can ‘buy into’. Can you add a few more to my list?
So many people fail to implement these self-evident qualities in one way or another and their reputation suffers;
this kind of damage can take a great deal of effort to repair.
If you need any convincing about how hard it is to recover a reputation once lost read the book by Nick Leeson
of Barings fame (or rather infamy) about his long road to recovery after spending time in jail for fraudulent
trading that cost the firm $862million and led to its demise or again follow the ‘crisis’ at VW.
Warren has it right.

NO COFFEE STAINS PLE ASE

“Quality is never an accident. It is always the result of intelligent effort”.
John Ruskin
‘Cock-ups’ usually display a lack of common sense. Ivor Richards
Have you heard the story of how the ring of coffee from the bottom of a mug that had been placed on a drawing
morphed into a new roundabout in a highway scheme? This was in the days when drawings were prepared as
drafts on paper and then finished off on linen by tracers. Fortunately the virtual roundabout was never
constructed.
In another situation the foundation plan of
a multi-storey building had been copied by
the tracer from one linen drawing to
another, neither was complete and one
ended up in reverse and this was only
discovered during construction and after
the foundations had been constructed.
On one of Ivor’s jobs the professional land
surveyors did not check their level surveys
by ‘closing’ between two OS benchmarks
at either end of the site, some kilometres
apart. The problem was that the wall
carrying one of the benchmarks had been
rebuilt and the benchmark now had a
different value. All of the extensive
earthworks had to be recalculated very quickly after the highway authority couldn’t understand why one of their
bridges which was adjacent to the new work had dropped by a significant amount.

Well prepared apparently pristine
documents have been found to have signs
of drips of coffee on a few internal pages.
Drinking coffee and signing-off a document
did not go well together on that desk.
Two engineers engaged in a walk-over in
advance of pipeline work were walking
along a field boundary wall knowing that
there was a bull in the adjacent field.
Unknown to the engineers there was a gap
in the wall someway ahead of them, the
bull kept pace with the men on his side of
the wall. Fortunately the men ran faster
than the bull.
Coffee making facilities were on the
ground floor of a prestigious building so staff had to walk through the rather grand atrium carrying their morning
mugs of coffee up the stairs, spillage was common and not quite the right image to display to visitors. At the
very least the mugs should have been carried on trays.
Going for a shortened lineout instead of one to the back of the line was a cock up with serious consequences if
you are a supporter of England in the Rugby World Cup.
Of course with computer aided designs these things couldn’t happen tomorrow could they?
I am sure that there are cock-ups by the legion out there, can you relate any to me?
Animal related stories will be particularly welcome.
Is there a better way to learn than by sharing experiences? I will be pleased to relate them, but no names of
course.
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